The key to using data
for growth

Smart embedded devices,
mobility, and the cloud
are the new business
mantra. Use them or get
le behind.

Technologies

Connect

Collect

Control

Conquer

Connectivity is the first step.
Sosaley's Master Controller
(SMC) can connect to
devices and sensors
immediately. SMC can
send data to smartphones
and the cloud. Use SMC to
prototype your connectivity
quickly at low costs. Get us
to engineer a controller just
for you.

Use your managers'
smartphones for
instant alerts and
control. Use the
cloud for remote
monitoring and
alerts. Integrate data
to your production,
accounting or ERP
system. Create
dashboards to see
how each entity in
your company is
functioning with real
time data.

Use sophisticated
WhatIf analyses to
take corrective action
on the fly. Dig deep
into archival database
for long term
analytics. Compare
data over periods to
improve efficiency.
Identify and plug
leakages or
shortcomings. Use
data based
techniques to improve
quality and
productivity.

Get data from client
locations for proactive
servicing. Delight your
customers and grab
business from your
competition. Design new
products and services that
use smart data and leave
others behind. Become a
leader in your industry and
set standards in delivery,
quality, and customer
happiness.

What We Do

Our Advantage

Our Clients

We specialize in the design and
development of embedded
systems for automo ve,
healthcare, power, and other
industries.

Our Sosaley Master Controller has
everything needed for quick
connec vity.

Iconic clients including CSIRO of
Australia, Chemotech of Sweden,
Lucas TVS, and Armstrong are
changing their market strategy
with design and development help
from us.

We have developed a robust IoT
and Cloud framework that cuts
your digital transforma on me
and costs by half or more.

Our Sosaley Cloud Framework has
real me alerts, analy cs, and
detailed analysis that will have a
posi ve impact on your
produc vity and proﬁtability.

Act today to be part of the $1Trillion digital India of 2022.
Interested?. Get in touch to see how we can work together.
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